
Sold by:

EMULSIFIABLE
VEGETATION KILLER

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
  Prometon: 2,4-bis(isopropylamino)-6-methoxy-s-trazine.............................................................................................  3.73%
INERT INGREDIENTS: .............................................................................................................................................................. 96.27%
TOTAL ...................................................................................................................................................................................... 100.00%
 This product contains 0.3 pounds per gallon of Prometon.
 Contains petroleum distillates, xylene or xylene range aromatic solvent.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION

See side panel for additional precautionary statements.
FIRST AID:
IF ON SKIN: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a 
poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. 
IF SWALLOWED: Immediately call a poison control center or doctor. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by 
a poison control center or doctor. Do not give any liquid to the person. Do not give anything by mouth to an 
unconscious person.
IF IN EYES: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if 
present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment 
advice.

Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment.  
For information on this pesticide (including health concerns, medical emergencies, or pesticide incidents), call the 
National Pesticide Information Center at 1-800-858-7378. 

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN: Contains petroleum distillate – vomiting may cause aspiration pneumonia.

EPA Reg. No. 10088-55-11547  ·  EPA Est. 11547-WI-1

NET CONTENTS:  1      5    GALLON(S)

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner 
inconsistent with its label.

Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or 
other persons, either directly or through drift. Only protected 
handlers may be in the area during application.

Do not enter or allow entry until sprays have dried.

This product is designed for non-selective weed control in 
non-cropland areas such as parking lots, fence rows, railroad 
sidings, storage yards, around buildings or industrial sites.    Do 
not apply this product in a residential setting.

Weeds greater than 4 inches must be mowed, removed, or hoed 
into the soil prior to application. This product will not provide 
herbicidal action in the treated area unless application is 
immediately followed by watering the area with at least 1/4” of 
water or application of the product just prior to a rain event 
sufficient to penetrate to the root system of the target vegetation.

Mix 1 gallon of this herbicide with 10 gallons of water and apply 
uniformly over 1000 square feet of soil surface. Thoroughly wet all 
foliage to insure contact action. Best results are obtained when 
the applications are made during or after weed emergence while 
growth is succulent. Where vegetation is tall and dense, use 1-1/2 
gallons of this product with 10 gallons of water per 1000 square 
feet.

For control of hard-to-kill perennial weeds and grasses such as 
johnsongrass, bindweed and wild carrot, use 1-1/2 to 1-2/3 gallons 
of this herbicide mixed with 10 gallons of water per 1000 square 
feet. Although this product has considerable activity through 
foliar contact, much of its activity is through the roots and, 
therefore, adequate rainfall is necessary to move the herbicide 
into the root zone.

For faster top kill of existing vegetation, apply product diluted 
with diesel oil, fuel oil or weed oil.

Do not use this product on or near desirable plants, including 
within the dripline of the roots of desirable trees and shrubs, since 
injury to desirable plants and other vegetation may result. 

Do not use this product to sloped areas where desirable 
vegetation or nearby water bodies may be located downhill of the 
application area, since injury to desirable plants and other 
vegetation may result.

SPRAY DRIFT MANAGEMENT
A variety of factors including weather conditions (e.g. wind 
direction, wind speed, temperature, relative humidity) and 
method of application (e.g. groundboom sprayer) can influence 
pesticide drift. The applicator must evaluate all factors and make 
appropriate adjustments when applying this product. Use only 
Medium or coarser spray nozzles according to ASAE (S572) 
definition for standard nozzles. Do not apply at wind speeds 
greater than 10 mph.

For all applications, do not apply more than 60 gallons of this 
product per acre per year. Limited to 1 application per year. The 
maximum use rate is 0.20 lb ai/500 ft2,or the equivalent to a 
maximum of 18 lbs ai/A.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
Do Not Contaminate Water, Food, or Feed By Storage or 
Disposal.
Pesticide Storage: Store in a dry place no lower in 
temperature than 50°F or higher than 120°F.
Pesticide Disposal: Pesticide wastes are acutely hazardous. 
Improper disposal of excess pesticide, spray mixture, or 
rinsate is a violation of Federal Law. If these wastes cannot 
be disposed of by use according to label instructions, 
contact your State Pesticide or Environmental Control 
Agency, or the Hazardous Waste representative at the 
nearest EPA Regional Office for guidance.
Container Handling: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or 
refill container. Offer for recycling, if available. Clean 
container promptly after emptying. Triple rinse as follows: 
Empty the remaining contents into application equipment or 
a mix tank and drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins to 
drip. Fill the container 1/4 full with water and recap. Shake for 
10 seconds. Pour rinsate into application equipment or a mix 
tank or store rinsate for later use or disposal. Drain for 10 
seconds after the flow begins to drip. Repeat procedure two 
more times.

PRECAUTIONARY  STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS

CAUTION
Harmful if absorbed through skin. Harmful if swallowed. 
Causes moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with skin, eyes, 
or clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after 
handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using 
tobacco, or using the toilet. Remove and wash contaminated 
clothing before reuse.

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE)
Some materials that are chemical-resistant to this product are 
barrier laminate, nitrile or neoprene rubber, or viton. If you 
want more options, follow the instructions for category E on 
an EPA chemical-resistance category selection chart. All 
mixers, loaders, applicators, and other handlers must wear: 
long-sleeved shirt and long pants, and shoes plus socks. In 
addition, mixers and loaders supporting motorized ground 
equipment and handlers cleaning up spill or equipment must 
wear chemical-resistant gloves, such as barrier laminate, nitrile 
or neoprene rubber, or viton.

Follow manufacturer’s instructions for cleaning/maintaining 
PPE. If no such instructions for washables exist, use detergent 
and hot water. Keep and wash PPE separately from other 
laundry. Discard clothing and other absorbent material that 
have been drenched or heavily contaminated with the 
product’s concentrate. Do not reuse them.

USER SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS
Users should wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing 
gum, using tobacco, or using the toilet.  Users should remove 
clothing/PPE immediately if pesticide gets inside.  Then wash 
thoroughly and put on clean clothing.  Users should remove 
PPE immediately after handling this product.  Wash the 
outside of the gloves before removing.  As soon as possible, 
wash thoroughly and change into clean clothing.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
This pesticide may adversely affect non-target plants. Do not 
apply directly to water, to areas where surface water is 
present, or to intertidal areas below the mean high water mark. 
Do not contaminate water when disposing of equipment wash 
waters or rinsate. This chemical has properties and character-
istics associated with chemicals detected in groundwater. The 
use of this chemical in areas where soils are permeable, 
particularly where the water table is shallow, may result in 
groundwater contamination. Application around a cistern or 
well may result in contamination of drinking water or ground-
water.

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL HAZARDS
Combustible.  Do not store or use the product near heat or 
open flame.
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